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Your support will gives us strength in being an impact oriented
association and every contribution would help us to propel the
world towards meaningful change. You can support us by visiting
our platforms below.
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DOMESTIC UPDATES
JET AIRWAYS: First Airline to see resolution under the IBC, 2016
WRITTEN BY DIVJOT TALUJA

Corporate Insolvency Resolution Process under the

The resolution professional had admitted claims

Insolvency and Bankruptcy Code, 2016 was initiated

totaling Rs 15,432 crore from operational and

against Naresh Goyal founded airline, Jet Airways

financial creditors. As per the resolution plan, the

by the National Company Law Tribunal, Mumbai

Assenting Financial Creditors (banks) get a 9.5%

Bench vide an order dated June 20, 2019 due to

equity stake in Jet Airways and 7.5% equity stake in

heavy debts and insufficiency of funds. Hence, it

Jet Privilege Private Ltd (JPPL), share capital of the

was forced to suspend its operations on April 17,

existing

2019. Pursuant to the order by the Tribunal a

equivalent to 28,39,93,460/- shall stand reduced to

resolution professional was appointed.

0.21%.

After four rounds for invitation of Expression of

Further, SRA through its resolution plan also

Interest,

Fritsch

suggested formation of an employee’s trust having

Consortium was approved by the committee of

all the people who were/are the employees and

creditors, as the Successful Resolution Applicant

workman of Jet Airways with 0.50% equity stake in

(“SRA”), with a majority of 99.22% votes in favour

the Jet Airways. SRA will invest a maximum sum of

while only 0.01% dissented.

600 Crores in the equity of Jet Airways and hence

Resolution

Plan

by

Jalan

public

shareholders

of

Jet

Airways

will retain 89.79% stake in the airline.
The Jalan Fritsch Consortium is a consortium of (a)
Mr. Murari Lal Jalan, a Non-Resident Indian based

The Mumbai bench of the National Company Law

in United Arab Emirates (UAE) who will be the Lead

Tribunal (NCLT) via order dated June 22, 2021, has

Partner and will hold shares in Jet Airways in his

approved Jalan Kalrock Consortiums resolution

personal capacity and (b) Mr. Florian Fritsch will

plan. It held that no historic rights of the Jet Airways

hold

holding

slots can be claimed under the resolution plan. It

company- Kalrock Capital Partners Ltd, Cayman

held that slots could not be regarded as assets of Jet

(KCPL). KCPL will incorporate a wholly owned

Airways and that the slots are allocated temporarily

subsidiary in the UAE (Kalrock Co), which will hold

to other airlines as the they could not have been

and manage Mr. Florian’s share in Jet Airways.

kept vacant or reserved for such a long time ie: 2

shares

through

his

investment

years of CIRP proceedings. NCLT has set a 90-day
The SRA proposed a total cash infusion of 1,375

period for the consortium to work with Ministry of

Crores to the creditors over the next 5 years,

Civil Aviation and the Directorate General of Civil

breakup of which is as follows:

Aviation to resolve the matter with respect to slots

(i) 475 Crores shall be used for payment to

and seek other regulatory approvals for starting its

stakeholders from SRAs cash infusion; and

operations. It is noteworthy that Jet Airways is the

(ii) 900 Crores shall be infused by SRA for capital

first airline to see resolution process under the

expenditure and working capital requirements for

Insolvency and Bankruptcy Code.

smooth functioning of Jet Airways.
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DOMESTIC UPDATES
WRITTEN BY SIMRAN NANDWANI AND VISHESH SHARMA
Amendment to the Companies (Meetings of Board

The Intermediary Caveat

and its Powers) Rules, 2014.
The

Information

Technology

(Intermediary

The Central Government by way of notification

Guidelines and Digital Media Ethics Code) Rules,

issued by Ministry of Corporate Affairs on 15 June

2021 was notified by the Ministry of Electronics and

2021 has omitted Rule 4 under the Companies

Information Technology in February, 2021. The

(Meetings of Board and its Powers) Rules, 2014.

new rules supercede the intermediary guidelines of

Rule 4 provided for the following matters which

2011 and bifurcate the genus of intermediaries and

could not be dealt with in a meeting conducted

their respective roles and responsibilities.

through video conferencing or other audio visual
means:

The new rules provide for more stringent duties of

a) approval of annual financial statements

intermediaries including a mandated due diligence,

b) approval of Board’s report,

and further removal of any information, data or

c) approval of prospectus

communication which is in violation of the new

d) audit committee meetings for consideration of

rules.

financial statement, and
e) approval of the matters relating to amalgamation,

Similar

responsibilities

of

social

media

merger, demerger, acquisition and takeover could

intermediaries and publishers of news and current

not be dealt.

affairs/online curated content is provided where
these set of intermediaries are now required to

India's aim to educate children with disabilities

follow the code of ethics (as provided in the rules)
and required to classify entertainment programmes

In a notification dated 7th June, 2021, the Education

in categories of "A" or "U/A" in order to ensure that

Ministry released the guidelines for development of

the content is limited to the relevant audience.

e-content for children with disabilities (CwDs).
These guidelines aim at providing e-content which

The guidelines for classification with respect to

is perceivable, operable, understanable and robust.

entertainment programmes include factors like:

Apart from these principles the e-content will have

context; theme; tone and impact; target audience.

to comply with national standards as well as

Whereas, guidelines which are applicable to all

international standards.

categories

For this purpose a distribution platform (DIKSHA)

discrimination;

was launched in 2017 on which user feedback is

smoking and tobacco; imitable behaviour; language;

taken by the ministry as well as suggestions for

nudity; sex; and violence.

improvements.

In

recommendation

of

the

notification

adapting

textbooks

of

content

includes

psychotropic

factors

substances,

like:
liquor,

the
into

These rules also specify mechanisms for dealing

accessible digital books is also made which will be

with complaints from users, ministries or court as

provided in text, audio, video and sign language.

well as consequences of non compliance thereon.

This new e-content will cater to the needs of 21

Violation of the rules would result in removal of

disabilities specified in The Rights of Persons with

the safe harbour provided to intermediaries under

Disabilities Act, 2016.

section 79 of The Information Technology Act,
2000.
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GLOBAL UPDATES
Google v. Oracle : Copyright and Fair Use
WRITTEN BY VEDANSHI PUNDIR

Oracle America, Inc owns a copyright in Java SE

1. the purpose and the character of use, including

which is a computer platform that employees Java

whether such use is commercial or is for non-profit

computer programming language. In 2005, Google

educational purposes- the USSC stated that Google’s

had acquired Android to create a new software

use being a commercial activity, it would still fall

platform for mobile devices. Google copied around

under fair use due to the characteristically altering

11,500 lines of code from Java SE Program to allow

role that the re-implementation played in the new

programmers familiar with the java programming to

Android system

use the new android platform. These lines constitute
a part of a tool called Application programming

2. the nature of the copyrighted work- the USSC

interface (API) which allows the programmer to

stated that Google transformed the Java API to

command prewritten tasks for their program.

expand the use and usefulness of Android based
smartphones.

Oracle filed a patent and copyright infringement
case for the unlawful use of its API in the Android

3. the amount and substantiality of the portion used

operating system with the United States District

to concern the copyrighted work as a whole

Court for the Northern District of California (District
Court) in 2010 against Google. The District Court

4. the effect of the use upon the potential market

held that there was no infringement of Oracle owned

for or value of the copyrighted work – the USSC

copyrights.

stated that Google copied the Java API not for
creating a replacement but for it to be used for a

In the year 2018 Court of appeal for federal circuit

different platform. Further, USSC was of the view

("CAFC)"

are

that if they hold the judgement in favour of Oracle

copyrightable, and Google’s copying of the API

then they would hold the key and would interfere

packages will not be under the ambit of “doctrine of

with copyright’s basic creativity objectives.

held

that

the

API

packages

fair use”. Successively, the instant case reached
Hon’ble USSC which heard the appeal filed by

This verdict upholds innovation, interoperability,

Google against the judgement on CAFC.

and computer programming. It gives legal approval
to an otherwise common practice of using, re-using

The USSC on April 5, 2021 overturned the 2018

and re-implementing software interfaces written

CAFC judgement and relied on the following

by others by the software developers.

relevant factors under the US Copyright law in
determining that the use of the Java API by Google
would be considered as ‘Fair Use’:
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GLOBAL UPDATES
Expanding the horizons of hazardous environments.
WRITTEN BY VISHESH SHARMA
This era is known as the information age, and with

(iv)

massive amounts of media shared online the name

counseling sessions administered by a professional

holds true to its meaning. This continuous flow of

with specialized training in trauma intervention; and

content on social media platforms makes the need of

(v) Permitting moderators to “opt-out” from viewing

content moderators indispensable.

child pornography.

In 2018, a content moderator at Facebook filed a class

The

action

that

moderator for Facebook developed symptoms that

Facebook has not protected its employees from PTSD

were triggered when "she touches a computer mouse,

(post-traumatic stress disorder) as a result of "constant

enters a cold building, watches violence on television,

and unmitigated exposure to highly toxic and

hears loud noises, or is startled. Her symptoms are

extremely disturbing images at the workplace", the

also triggered when she recalls or describes graphic

complainant states in her complaint. Further, she

imagery she was exposed to as a content moderator."

lawsuit

against

Facebook

alleging

Providing

mandatory

complainant

while

group

working

and

as

individual

a

content

alleges that Facebook users post millions of videos,
images and live streamed broadcast of sexual abuse

This lawsuit was later settled by Facebook agreeing to

against children, rape, torture, bestiality, beheading,

pay $52 million to thousands of content moderators,

suicide and murder.

presently and formerly employed by Facebook,
under the terms of the deal Facebook admitted to no

Although Facebook claimed that it recognizes the

wrong-doing and agreed to provide mental health

difficulty of a content moderator's job and ensures

counseling to the moderators.

that every person reviewing the content posted online
has received adequate training, benefits, along with

As part of the settlement the moderators will be

psychological support and wellness resources.

eligible for $1000 in cash and in addition, those who
are diagnosed with psychological conditions which

The complaint also mentions that Facebook had

they developed on the job, will have their bills

assisted in crafting the industry standards in order to

relating to medical treatment covered along with

minimize

damages up to $50,000 per person.

the

harm

suffered

by

the

content

moderators which it failed to implement itself.
Among many other recommendations, the guidebook

This first-of-its-kind payout and the set of events

of the industry standards recommends:

should act as a guiding light for other countries

(i) Limiting the amount of time an employee is

where the seriousness and gravity of this job has not

exposed to child pornography;

yet been recognized. Ensuring safety of employees

(ii) Teaching moderators how to assess their own

working in hazardous environments where there is a

reaction to the images;

threat of physical harm has been the norm, but in this
age of technology, the threat to mental health of a
person on the job should also be considered as a
hazardous environment.
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Know your passion.
Follow it.
Dream it.
Live it.
Cornellia which is our dream and passion turns 5 today!
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PEOPLE-INDIA: An Initiative to Recreate India
This is the impact arm of our practice at Cornellia Chambers.
It is a result and action oriented platform for change.
"If you tremble with indignation at every injustice then you are a comrade of mine."
- Ernesto Che Guevara
Back in 2015-2016, while driving to work each day Pritika repeatedly found herself engaged in a
mental dialogue around the why’s of broken and flooded roads, traffic jams, air pollution and the
myriads of problems that one observes in our day to day life in India. Somewhere along one of
these noisy and frustrating journeys to work she resolved that she will do something about it.
With this desire, she let go of her otherwise rewarding law firm job and set out to build an action
and result oriented platform for change in India. Based on your idea of change the platform
brings together a team that takes result oriented action.
The platform is young, boot strapped, fiercely independent and evolving each day. It is
evangelising the idea of selling public service and finding meaning and comfort in purchasing an
intangible experience of having participated in an action for change through subscription,
investment or volunteer work. The platform is being built on a pay what you want model and is
also offering customizable public service on a fixed fee basis to organised networks, businesses
and high net worth individuals and intellectuals around the world. PeoPLe is the name of the
brand. It is an acronym for the public policy advocates and the url for the website/platform (beta)
is www.people-India.com. PeoPLe is designed as a private trust and a profit making entity that is
transparent and accountable. Any subscriber or service recipient is given the right to access the
accounts of the operating entity.
In the next phase of building PeoPLe, all accounts will be kept open for public viewing. Through
this platform we dream of recreating India one step at a time, generating pride amongst fresh
graduates in working for change, providing market
standard
to employees
"He was
havingincentives
so much fun
with his and
consultants engaged by or for the platform and truly democratizing governance and development

classmates and teacher that he didn't

efforts in India. It is year 5 and the platform is continuing to grow slowly, steadily and surely.

want to go home!"

Currently, the platform is serviced by lawyers at Cornellia, international lawyers, entrepreneurs,
researchers and marketers who feel passionately for India and its people and are putting in their
best efforts to realize this dream of Recreating India. The community behind PeoPLe is growing
each day.
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NO GREY CLOUD
"Law is experience developed by reason applied continually yo further experience."
-Roscoe Pound
NO GREY cloud aspires to be India’s most loved and trusted cloud legal service platform. There is a
happy story around how we got that name, and we can talk about it when we meet in our cloud here.
In the NO GREY cloud you will find the following legal resources and services:
1) downloadable legally approved documents for purchase such as contracts to serve your day to day
business needs, individual needs and also investment needs.
2) legal opinions that address important questions that will help you design your business in a legally
compliant manner.
3) cloud lawyer services along with access to selected documents. Here you can choose to engage a
NO GREY cloud lawyer to either explain the dynamics of the legal document to you or to carry out
the iterations on your behalf (i.e. revisions basis feedback from the other party) or even negotiations
on your behalf.
4) all access services- here you can gain access to all our legal resources, documents, opinions, library
and a dedicated no grey cloud powered legal team for a specified number of hours each month (see
our plans or build your own plan or talk to us about a plan).
If you are a company that would prefer to have a highly efficient managed legal team, you could tap
into the NO GREY cloud legal team option and design your own NO GREY ready to launch hassle
free cloud legal team.
The NO GREY USP
All our documents are legally reviewed and updated on a monthly basis by our team of qualified,
highly experienced, skilled and responsible lawyers. We take full responsibility for our work and
do not limit our liability towards the legal documents we offer and the legal service we provide.
(This is also our way of changing the way law is practiced.) For one month from the date of
purchase, you will be informed in case there is a change in the document purchased by you owing to
legal and regulatory amendments or any other improvement.
For any
updation
"He was having
so much
fun post
with the
his first one
month please reach out to us for specific plans. The NO GREY cloud lawyers are passionate about

classmates and teacher that he didn't

law, driven towards change and dream of Recreating India. Their passion, drive and dream ensures

want to go home!"

their skillfulness, efficiency, effectiveness and competency. They are an impact driven lot and not
transactional when it comes to serving the need of our client base. At the No Grey Cloud we perceive
the success of our clients as a medium of creating impact, development and a better world.
**The no grey cloud platform (beta) is being developed live. We are open to your feedback, suggestions and requests for
customization at help@cornelliachambers.com. Please do have a look at it here.
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MEMBER JOURNEY
WRITTEN BY PARMEET BATRA
When I started working at Cornellia Chambers, I

At Cornellia Chambers, I saw value in working with

instantly understood that the practice of law will be very

a lean team. I was involved in every aspect of an

different from what was taught in law school. The needs

assignment, and I think that's important for any

of the clients, the working culture, and the work itself are

young

all really important things that law students do not

perspective for anything that I worked on. I also

understand until they actually start working.

enjoyed how there was a diverse range of work that

lawyer

because

it

gave

me

a

holistic

I got to be a part of.
I met Pritika in 2016 when I was interning at a law
firm in Gurugram. We instantly clicked, and I knew

In the two years at Cornellia Chambers, I worked on

right away that she was someone I would want to

a

learn from. She did not only give me assignments

regulations,

but also explained to me why I was doing what was

employment

assigned to me. I understood the implications of my

practice, and much more. I regularly sat across the

research and how it will help her in formulating a

table from lawyers from different law firms and in-

professional legal opinion. I knew that working with

house teams. This experience not only allowed me

her would give me a comprehensive understanding

to hone my negotiation skills, but also helped me in

of the practice of law, and choosing to work at

understanding

Cornellia Chambers was a no-brainer for me.

business decisions, and how they interplay with the

variety

of

laws

such

as

information
laws,

the

company

foreign

investments

technology
law,

motivations

laws,

transactional

behind

legal assistance that I provide as a lawyer.

various
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One thing that was very clear in the narrative and

In 2020, I went on to pursue a Masters of Laws

vision of Cornellia Chambers is that they wanted to

(LL.M.) degree at Boston University School of Law.

groom me for being a complete lawyer, someone

The skills that I had developed while working at

who understands the legal issues of any given fact

Cornellia Chambers helped me combat the rigor of

pattern, irrespective of the subject matter. This

law school in the US. I found myself well versed

helped me to not box myself in, in one particular

with various aspects of commercial laws and that

practice and I think that's really important for

helped me perform well at BU Law. I realized after

anyone who is beginning their legal career.

leaving Cornellia Chambers that I had built a
strong foundation as a lawyer because of my time

I consider myself quite fortunate that I got to

at the firm.

directly work with and learn from Pritika as I
worked

closely

with

her

on

almost

all

my

I now have a job as an M&A attorney in the US and

assignments. She was very nurturing of my

that would not have been possible without the

potential, and she taught me how to go the extra

excellent

mile. She taught me how to think deeply and

Cornellia Chambers, but more importantly, the

consider all implications of a particular legal

invaluable lessons I have learned while working

argument.

with Pritika and the team at Cornellia Chambers.

work

experience

that

I

derived

at

The three core principles of Cornellia Chambers
We would undertake numerous brainstorming

are Deep Thinking, Trust and Happiness. I will

sessions

arguments,

carry these principles in my journey as a lawyer,

question each other, and come to conclusions as a

and I have Pritika and Cornellia Chambers to

team. Thanks to her, I truly learned how to think

thank for it. All of us have our own unique

like a lawyer, because her line of questioning really

journeys. I'm glad that Cornellia Chambers was a

opened different ways of thinking, and helped me

part of mine, and I, theirs.

overcome

where

that

we

would

intellectual

ideate

inertia

that

every

lawyer, experienced or otherwise, falls prey to.

"Through Parmeet, we at Cornellia are vicariously

level of intellectual autonomy that I got at

living the joy of having been admitted into one of the

Cornellia Chambers, while at the same time

world's

shadowing Pritika at client meetings and inside

communities. This community of lawyers is known for

courtrooms helped me build the legal acumen that

setting standards of legal practice and breaking barriers

I have developed over the last few years.

to re-thinking legal structures. This is a matter of great

most

thought

provoking

legal

practice

pride for us because we do the same." -Team Cornellia

"He was having
so much fun
working with his
boss and
colleagues that
he didn't want
to go home!"

